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Question
If quantum computing becomes a reality, this could
be used to break things like RSA, which involved
encryprion based on prome numbers.

Answer(s)
It is true that quantum computers will break
public key cryptosystems. People are working
on what is called ""post-quantum
cryptograpy"" to find methods that will be
live answered

Thanks for refreshing theory. It reminds me when I
was in grad school. This is cool! ๆ
You mention integer factorization as a problem
live answered
solved by Quantum Computing. What about the
“discrete log” problem, which is also very common in
cryptography?
Will this powerpoint be available online?
Today's presentation is being recorded and will
be posted to the dW Open Videos page later
today, along with charts, Q&A, and links:
https://developer.ibm.com/open/videos/
https://developer.ibm.com/open/events/dw-opentech-talk-qiskit-and-quantum-computing/
Discrete log is solved in much the same was a
factoring
i wish zoom did not a) constantly go back into fullscreen mode and b) constantly grab focus from
whatever else i am doing while attending a web
conference :-(

live answered
live answered
live answered

So in theory for every qbit you can store twice as
many numbers?

By “complex” do you mean in the English language
sense, or ac a complex number?
Thanks John. Discrete log is very commonly used in
sharing a common symmetric key using the the PKI.
could the video window be moved up to the corner
of the window? it's obscuring some of the text
Idea to demonstrate the power of quantum
computing: Maybe use a quantum computer to
analyze all space data that NASA have to find
patterns and project ideas of how the universe is
expanding?

Is it possible to implement machine learning on the
Quantum Experience

Quantum states are represented by vectors of
complex numbers. For each additional qubit
you need to have twice as many complex
numbers, though that is not quite the same as
being able to store that much information--the
quantum computer can explore the large
space of those numbers but you can only sort
of sample from the output
The amplitudes of the (ideal) state vector are
complex numbers whose squared norms sum
to one.
live answered

As kghaneei said, the state vector of the
quantum computer is described by 2^n
complex numbers, but the act of measuring
them gives you at most n bits of output. The
challenge is to find algorithms that use this
to produce output probability distributions
that are peaked around the solution to a
problem.

You can size the video window yourself.
John Smolin:
People are definitely thinking about
cosmologies where the universe itself is a
quantum computer. I don't know if anyone
has thought of using quantum computers to
analyze the data yet but it's a good idea
John Smolin:
I'm not an expert on quantum machine
learning, but probably one can try some toy
algorithms. Remember that we only have 5
qubits right now!

I am not an expert in machine learning
either, but there is research on quantum
algorithms and machine learning. For
example, you can start looking here:
http://arxiv.org:443/find/quantph/1/ti:+AND+machine+learning/0/1/0/all/0
/1

In quantum computing era Security protocol needs
quantum based as well, right ?

Any comments on the D-Wave system? Thanks!

John Smolin:
There are quantum security protocols, but
there are some classical protocols that are
believed to be secure against quantum
attacks. They are inconvenient because they
have large key sizes and computing overhead
John Smolin:
Essentially, we think the D-Wave machine is
not coherent enough to achieve real quantum
speedups.It is certainly a highly optimized
(possibly classical) optimizer for its native
problem, the Ising model on a particular graph

How are quantum gate circuits configured or
programmed? Is this in the low temp element?

How can we expect to ""program"" QC's like we
program ""classical"" computers today?

D-Wave has a commercial QC solution used by
Google, NSA....what's the advantage of IBM QC over
D-Wace ?

John Smolin:
We cause gates to be performed on the
superconducing qubits by sending in
microwave pulses that start at room
temperature and go through several stages of
filtering to avoid bringing in heat
John Smolin:
Lev is building up to how we will program
quantum computers with modern tools right
now
John Smolin:
@Behzad: See my previous answer about
DWave. We do not believe there is any true
quantum advantage to be found in their
architecture

what advances,if any, in classical computing will be
required to handle the output from a quantum core
with hundreds or thousands of qubits?

John Smolin:

How IBM Q be applied to Big Data and Machine
Learning?

John Smolin:

In your opinion, how many years are we away from
practical uses. ie. when are qubits sufficiently scaled
up (>60 qubit system) to exceed the capability of
today's supercomputers.

@Michael: Actually running a quantum
computer of that size will not require any
fundamental advances in classical
computation, but there are many engineering
challenges--for instance we may need custom
FPGA hardware located near the quantum
computer to control it. Perhaps we will need
classical circuits running at cryogenic
temperatures to be closer to the qubits

@Thammarat: There are some promising
initial results on machine learning but it is still
an active area of research. We don't know yet
how large a machine will be needed for
advantage in such areas
John Smolin:
@Tom Ward: In the next few years we should
have machines of that size. They will be
imperfect (not error-correted) qubits and will
be too large to simulate. At that time we will
begin to learn if they can solve real-world
problems for us

About when will we throw the classic public key
crypto down the drain?

Do you have a page url of documentation of this
quantum programing?
Is there any available benchmarks about popular
algorithm implementations / application examples
that use this framework and show performance
improvement?

Is there an estimated timeline for commercial
availability of a 60-70 Qubit system (or whatever
level is needed), with the requisite level of error
correction (and any other advances) to be a true
answer to a compute problem vs. a classical system
to solve problems not solvable with just more
classical compute.
John Martinis gave a keynote @ TechIngite last week
where he stated that he and his team (Google/UCSB)
will be at 9 qubits very soon

John Smolin:
@Romeo: Quantum computers that can break
crypto are far away unless there is some
amazing breakthrough. However, if you want
your data to remain secure into the future, it is
time to start thinking about migrating to
quantum-proof PKI
Find out more about IBM's quantum
computing initiatives at IBM Q:
https://www.research.ibm.com/ibm-q/
John Smolin:
However, to answer a slightly different
question, this result benchmarks the
@Javier: So far there are no benchmarks
Quantum Experience and a 5 qubit ion trap
where we can see performance improvement. quantum computer:
We will need much more than the 5-10 qubits https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.01852
we have in the lab before we will see that.
Up to several tens of qubits can be
simulated classically, so we are not yet in a
regime where you will see a performance
improvement.
John Smolin:
@Ransome: I can't answer that on the part of
IBM officially. I would expect that it will be
just a few years to have noisy 60-70 qubits
systems. That many error-corrected qubits is
far away
live answered
John Smolin:
@michael Traynor. They have 9 already,
but their architecture is that they are all in a
line. Our recent papers have 7 in a more
connected graph

Where we can download that code in python of
jupiter notebook?
Could you give a high level explanation of the
difference between the 5-qubit IBM system and the
D-Wave 2,000 qubit system?

QISKit API on GitHub:
https://github.com/IBM/qiskit-api-py ... link
storm coming in the chat window
John Smolin:
@Randall : IBM's system is a start towards
building a true "universal" quantum computer.
D-Wave is working on something called
"Qauntum Annealing" which is a different
approach that is not known to have a real
quantum advantage and is somewhat easier to
implement (thus their large lead in number of
qubits).

How much memory can 5 qubits address?
@Sridhar: 5 qubits . But seriously, it takes
2^5=32 complex numbers to represent the
quantum state. This is obviously not very big
and it means it is easy to simulate our device
on a classical computer. As Lev said, when that
becomes 2^60 things get really interesting
What about Qc++ , Q rexx, like Qfortran?
@Marc Coq: Right now we are concentrating
on getting the interfaces to the low-level right.
This should enable various other higher-level
languages to be defined and implemented in
the future
If we can't simulate quantum machines we can't test, There are classes of quantum circuits that can
if we can't test we may be dealing with systems we
be efficiently simulated. One approach is to
can't control. Classic machines are important since
test your quantum computer using these, but
they are predictive in nature. If we loose
this is a good question.
predictability we may step in very dangerous places.
Do we have an answer to this issue?

@Romeo: These systems are very delicate
so I personally am not worried about them
getting out of hand anytime soon. On the
other hand, classical systems and networks
are already so complex that we cannot fully
understand them as it is! It remains,
however, a very interesting question of how
to test and manage systems we cannot
understand or even simulate

Thanks for sharing. Great presentation.
How can we get a copy of the Q&A.

Thanks you, Lev! excellent presentation -- exciting
work!
Thank you

Today's presentation is being recorded and will
be posted to the dW Open Videos page later
today, along with charts, Q&A, and links:
https://developer.ibm.com/open/videos/

